lems have startlingly simple and e cient randomized solutions. Notable is the simple randomized incremental algorithm for construction of the convex hull CS89], whose expected running time in d dimensions is asymptotically optimal. Simple optimal expected-time algorithms were also found for segment intersection (item 3 above) Mul88] CS89]. Derandomization led to several advances in deterministic running times, the even-d optimal hull algorithm (item 4 above) being a prominent instance. Finally, the introduction of the \backwards analysis" technique led to runningtime analyses for randomized algorithms as simple as the algorithms themselves Sei93].
Future Directions
Between the release of the \CG Impact Task Force Report" Cha96] and a recent ACM Workshop on Strategic Directions in Computing Research (held at MIT June 14-15, 1996), the computational geometry community has been in an unusually re ective mood. The discussions make it possible to discern possible future directions for the eld.
One might crudely characterize the space of geometry problems so far explored by two parameters: the dimension of the geometric space, and the shape complexity of the objects in that space. Most of our accomplishments fall into the low-dimension, non-complex corner of this space: d = 2 or 3, and points, segments, lines, polygons, or planes; or xed dimension d, and convex polytopes or arrangements of hyperplanes. Higher dimensions (e.g., d = 10 4 ) and curved, non-convex geometric objects are relatively unexplored by the computational geometry community.
Earlier work also may be characterized by the methodology used by researchers to approach the problems. Most of the accomplishments listed above resulted from the pursuit of asymptotically-optimal algorithms. Greater emphasis is now being placed on computationally-robust algorithms, on approximations, and on the need for simple, practical algorithms. Treating \methodology" as a third parameter, we can view our accomplishments as lying primarily in the asymptotically-optimal slice of the three-parameter space (and in the small d, low-complexity corner of that slice). A vast region remains to be explored. be central to the combinatorics of arrangements AS95], establishing, for example, that the complexity of the lower envelope of n (perhaps interpenetrating) segments in the plane is (n (n)), where is the inverse Ackermann function. 7. Motion planning. Two general algorithms for solving any motion planning problem were developed: cell decomposition SS83] and the roadmap algorithm Can87], both exponential in the number of degrees of freedom of the robot. For many special cases more e cient algorithms were found, most notably for a polygon translating and rotating in the plane, for which a nearly-quadratic algorithm was developed HS93]. 8. Parallel Algorithms. Optimal or near-optimal work bounds were realized for many geometry problems under a variety of parallel computing models. For example, algorithms for the convex hull (cf. item 4 above) achieve in the EREW PRAM model an optimal runtime-processors product of O(n bd=2c ) for even d, and a polylog(n) factor more for odd d AGR94]. 9. Linear Programming. Remarkably, it was established that linear programming could be accomplished in linear time (in the number of constraints) for xed dimension d Meg84]. The doubly-exponential dependence on d was steadily improved Cla88], and eventually simple randomized algorithms were found whose expected dependence on d is subexponential MSW92] Kal92]. These results generalize to other optimization problems, such as nding the minimum spanning ellipsoid. 10. Range searching. A signi cant achievement in the last decade was the near-complete resolution of the range searching problem, with almost-matching upper and lower bounds. The introduction of "-nets HW87] led to linear-size data structures with near-optimal query times for simplex range searching (reporting points inside query simplices). Trading o space with query time permits achieving faster (logarithmic) query times, using \1=r-cuttings": given an arrangement of n lines and a parameter r < n, the plane may be quickly (and deterministically) decomposed into O(r 2 ) \triangles" (some unbounded), so that no triangle meets more than O(n=r) of the 
